User Guide, Banana-Board Platforms
Guide for these products

Banana-Board Keyboard Platform
UB2180S25

Microsoft Natural Banana-Board
Keyboard Platform
UB2181SN

Note: Mount your adjustable keyboard arm to your worksurface and your platform to the arm using the instructions
that came with your hardware.
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Route Keyboard and Mouse Cords on Keyboard Platform

slots

For keyboards, place the cord in either slot on back
wall of the Banana-Board platform. Press down to lock
into position.
For mice, insert mouse cord into notch at back rear
corner of the Banana-Board platform. Be sure to
leave enough slack in cord to allow for unrestricted
movement of the mouse.
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notch

Attach Cord Clips, Route Cords on Arm and Under Worksurface
Note: Make sure your keyboard arm is fully extended
before routing your cables.
Place one Cord Clip from your keyboard platform
hardware kit on the side of the arm mechanism. Place the
other Cord Clip on the rear of the track. Do the opposite
side in the same fashion if cords run down the left side.
Cord Clip from Keyboard
Platform hardware kit.
Caution: Keyboard Clip adhesion
is designed to bond immediately.
You will not be able to reposition
the clip once it's in place.

Arm fully extended

Cord Clip
Cables will be out
of the way when
platform is in use

Cord Clip

Under Worksurface
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Document Holder
The Banana-Board Platforms feature a convenient document holder.
Just insert your document into the slot in the back of the platform.
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Right to Left Handedness
The Banana-Board Platforms feature a patented mousing platform
that slides easily from side to side to accommodate both left
handed and right handed users.
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Consult the User Guide for your Pinnacle Arm
Go to www.workriteergo.com/instructions to find the Pinnacle Arm User Guide for instructions on how to set up
this product for ideal ergonomic benefit.
Consult the Pinnacle
Arm User Guide for
complete instructions
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